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never have found the Village
Hall and the out trail.  Given
that it was however only
about 50 yards behind me
probably lends some
explanation to the hare’s
response!

Hashers duly assembled we
were off!  Tequil’ blew his
horn and we all rushed off
along the out trail.  Apart that
is from those hashers who
arrived late and could be heard
to blame each other for their
tardiness Blue Suit blamed SBJ
and vice versa.

At the outset the only frisky
thing on the hash trail today
was the rather fine specimen
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of a horse which thought it
would be much more fun
joining in with the hash than
trotting off with its mistress.
Pink Pussy further entertained
us with the antics of Sean the
Sheep whilst the hare totally
lost his rag and began checking
through his own check marks.

When doing a recky of the
trail the hare unfortunately did
not think to check the train
timetable when incorporating
his trail across the railway line
which resulted in half the hash
being cut off while they waited
for the 11:45 to Paddington to
pass through. (oooh! must
remember to catch the train
from Oxshott directly to

LOCAL BOY DOES
LOCAL RUN FOR
LOCAL PEOPLE

Grand Master :
Popeye

(Peter Cave)
07982 278467(m)
01483 285189(h)

Joint Masters:
Spingo

(Angela Steers)
   01737 247579(h)

Terminator
(Gill Jones)

020 8394 2327(h)
Religious Advisor :

Clutching Hand
(Peter Atkins

01932 863093 (h)
07922 111 004(m)

Clutcher’s Mate :
G & T

(Diana George)
01372 373 856(h)

Hash Cash :
Hans der Schwanz
(Jerry Partington)

01483 723 746 (h)
Trail Masters:

Atalanta
(Karen Peek)

 07810 553755(m)
and

Bonn Bugle
(Jo Avey)

07718 903493 (m)
DapperHasherie:

SBJ
(Fran Ridout)

07793 462919(m)
Biermeister:

J Arthur (Thomas)
01483  224491 (h)

Joint-Secs :
FRB

(Peter Hughes)
01932 886747(h)

and
Tequil’ over

(Richard Piercy)
07730 202263 (m)
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Setting off early to ensure
timely arrival at the hash,
nursing the mother and father
of all hangovers, Tom Tom at
the ready, I still managed to
miss the Village Hall.
Continuing to drive up the
wrong road wondering where
it had all gone so wrong, I
found the hare returning on
the in-trail so I stopped and
asked him for directions to the
start.

He seemed none to pleased
to see me and responded to
my pleas of “I’m lost where is
the Village Hall” by saying
“you’re early”.  Probably just
as well I was early and that I
had found the hare or I might

Paddington next time I’m
going West - Teq)

Brought together once again
hashers then came to the
check which had been missed
by the front runners and the
knitting circle and resulted in
hashers being sprayed far and
wide across the common.
Sounds of RU could be heard
at every twist and turn.

It was smashing countryside
and we only found ourselves
having to cross the A3 twice
which was a bonus given we
could not hear the hash call
“on trail” for the sound of
traffic.

Stilton and Hairy Buns went

day tripping and Hairy Buns
was thereafter seen to be
sporting a rather fetching
trilby in an attempt to hide his
split head (minor scratch -
Teq) and black eye (? - Teq).
Not to miss out G&T tried to
pretend that her Botox
treatment was in fact the result
of being stung by a wasp on
the lip.

Despite this it was an
extremely well laid run with
“loads-a-flour”. Thanks to
Captain Webb, despite
splitting the pack (hounds
split the pack NOT hares! -
Teq), for standing in for
Grabarse who had better
things to do than lay the trail.

The circle was called and the
RA strutted his stuff and
called in the hare and the
sinners he mentioned that
never before had he seen the
hash beer being chauffer
driven by a Bentley.

There followed a fine BBQ
and swimming party which we
all enjoyed, - with some taking
up the Cap’n’s challenge of
“probably the last time you
can go skinny at your age”.
The wine flowed, the beer
flowed, the conversation
flowed, the drivell flowed, and
a good time was had by all.

On On Too Posh (plus Teq)



FROM: Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey KT23 4LF
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Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line 2010

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

A3 Guildford towards London. Exit at Tolworth Roundabout sp
A240 Kingston & Epsom. Turn right at roundabout. Pass 5 sets
of main traffic lights on A240. After going under railway bridge
straight on at small roundabout. Take right hand lane, turn at
Garage, sp Ewell Village. Immediately right into Welbeck Close
to TA Compound double gates and carpark. BBQ at Terminator
and Clever Trevor's. Free food and some beer and wine for
SH3 members. £5 for non-members.

1843 08-Aug Sabrina

1844 15-Aug Invisible Man Epsom

1845 22-Aug Hairy Buns

1846 29-Aug East Grinstead

1847 05-Sep Clutching Hand

1848 12-Sep Spingo Talk Like a Pirate

Run 1842 plus BBQ

Date 01-Aug-2010

Hare Portaloo, Clever Trev

Venue Ewell TA centre

On-On Ewell TA centre BBQ

Scribe Blue Suit

Postcode KT17 2BG

 OS TQ221631

1st August Barbecue by Clever Trevor in Ewell.
Food and drink funded by SH3, bring own booze as a back-up.

20th/22nd August: wild Welsh Wales.
27th-29th August: East Grinstead 1000th Run Event.
29th October: Barn Dance Ashtead

Health Advice from Dr. Chan
Q: Doctor Chan,  I've heard that  cardiovascular exercise
can prolong life.  Is this true?
A: Your heart only good for so many beats, and that
it...don't waste on exercise.  Everything wear out even-
tually.  Speeding up heart not make you live longer; it
like saying you extend life of car by driving faster.
Want to live longer?  Take nap.
Q: Should I cut down on meat and eat more fruits and
vegetables?
A: You must grasp logistical efficiency.  What does cow
eat?   Hay and corn.  And what are these?   Vegetables.
So steak is nothing more than efficient mechanism of
delivering vegetables to your system.  Need grain?  Eat
chicken.  Beef also good source of field grass (green
leafy vegetable).  And pork chop can give you 100% of
recommended daily allowance of vegetable product.

Q: Should I reduce my alcohol intake?
A:  No, not at all.  Wine made from fruit.  Brandy is dis-
tilled wine, that mean they take water out of fruity bit so
you get even more of goodness that way.  Beer also
made of grain.  Bottom up!
Q: How  can I calculate my body/fat ratio?
A: Well, if you have body and you have fat, your ratio
one to one.  If you have two bodies, your ratio two to
one, etc.  To be continued...


